BE PROFESSIONAL

FOCUS

@ no eye contact/not acknowledging the person atthe other side
of counter
@ discussion of colleagues/gossip
@ loud comments about a person
just served
@ sighs/loud comments such as
`thank the Lord - only an hour
left before I can go home!', or
`will this day never pass?'
@ use of `they'as opposed to`us'
@ sulking/commenting into air
(manipulative behaviour)
@ passing the buck!
@ dress code
@ tone of voice (not what staff members
say, but how they say it).
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Each characteristic was then discussed
and attendants gave examples from their
own workplace where these were an issue.
It became clear to us that self-analysis
should be done regularly.
These types of sessions should be concluded by emphasising the difference
between what we KNOWand what we DO.

General tips

@ Keep in mind that library staff need to
know whatthey have to do differently to
improve their professional image.
@ Knowledge regarding the profession is
vital.
@ Know yourself. Discover your real
strengths and skills.
@ Identify the stressors in your workplace
and minimise their effect.
@ Do not cling to the past. Move forward.
@ Your attitude is decisive.
@ A professionallookcreates a positive
vibe.
@ In order to maintain good relationships
with the public, you need to place their
needs first.
@ Remember that good manners have
positive results in all spheres of life.
@ Create a challenge. It radiates the
required positive energy to see a project
through.
@ Think of someone you love dearly and
treat all people as if they are that person.
@ Loyalty is an esteemed virtue.
@ Treat all patrons as equals.
@ `Assume a virtue, if you have it not'
(Shakespeare).
@ Professionalism implies maturity - control your emotions to the advantage of
everybody.
@ Remember the universal truth - feelings
follow behaviour.
@ How you say something is sometimes
more importantthan what you are
saying.
@ Never pass the buck!
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